
VIDEO:  Interview  with  super
middleweight AJ Williams

Jeter  Promotions  Back  in
Philadelphia on at the 2300
Arena
PHILADELPHIA (August 5, 2021)–THIS SATURDAY, Jeter Promotions
will be back at the 2300 Arena on Saturday night, August 7th.

Seeing  action  in  the  featured  contest  will  be  popular
featherweight  Brandon  Chambers.

Chambers of Gwynn Oak, Maryland is undefeated with a record of
4-0-1 with two knockouts. Chambers, who brings fans from all
over the East Coast is looking to capitalize on the impression
that he made with the Philadelphia audience on April 24th, as
he took out Jonathan Gray in three rounds.

The 10-bout show will feature competitive and fan-friendly
four rounds, will showcase fighters from throughout the states
of Maryland, Pennsylvania and New Jersey

Naheem Parker (2-0, 1 KO) of Camden, NJ; super lightweight
Tyhler  Williams  (4-0,  3  KOs)  of  Philadelphia;  super
welterweight Victor Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of Washington, DC;
bantamweight John Leonardo (2-0-1, 2 KOs) of Englishtown, NJ;
super middleweight and Penn State graduate AJ Williams (3-1, 2
KOs) of Cockeysville, MD; super bantamweight Jaqeem Hutcherson
(1-0)  of  Forestville,  MD;  pro  debuting  super  welterweight
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Matthew Castro of Glendale, NY; and lightweight Evan Harker
(0-1) of Baltimore, MD, welterweight Steve Moore (4-8)

A Press conference will take place on Friday, April 6th at the
2300 Arena, beginning at 3 pm ET with the weigh-in following
at 5 PM

Tickets  can  be  purchased  at  the  2300  Arena  and  can  be
purchased  for  $100.

AUDIO:  Interview  with
Undefeated  Featherweight
Brandon Chambers

Jeter  Promotions  Back  in
Philadelphia  on  Saturday,
August 7th at the 2300 Arena
PHILADELPHIA (July 7, 2021)–After a successful Philadelphia
promotional  debut  in  April,  that  saw  two-sold  out  shows
featuring action packed fights of a day-night doubleheader,
Jeter Promotions will be back at the 2300 Arena on Saturday
night, August 7th.
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In the main event Michael Lee will take on Romain Tomas in a
scheduled six-round welterweight bout.

Lee of Orange, New Jersey, has a record of 8-1 with six
knockouts. The 25 year-old is a three-year pro, who is coming
off a third-round stoppage over Roy McGill on April 24th at
the 2300 Arena.

Tomas of Brooklyn, New York, has a record of 8-3 with one
knockout. Tomas is a five-year professional, and has a win
over previously undefeated Omar Bodoy (7-0). Tomas is coming
off  a  decision  loss  to  highly  regarded  Victor  Padilla  on
October 4, 2019 at the 2300 Arena.

In a four-round light heavyweight bout, Charles Brewer Jr.
(1-0, 1 KO) of Pennsauken, NJ takes on Carl Murphy (2-3, 2
KOs) of Harrisburg, PA.

Also seeing action in four-round bouts will be featherweight
Brandon Chambers (4-0-1, 2 KOs) of Gwynn Oak, Md; lightweight
Naheem Parker (2-0, 1 KO) of Camden, NJ; super lightweight
Tyhler  Williams  (4-0,  3  KOs)  of  Philadelphia;  super
welterweight Victor Williams (1-0, 1 KO) of Washington, DC;
bantamweight John Leonardo (2-0-1, 2 KOs) of Englishtown, NJ;
super middleweight and Penn State graduate AJ Williams (3-1, 2
KOs) of Cockeysville, MD; super featherweight Blaze Fidler
Hernandez (1-0-1 of Arnold, MD); super bantamweight Jaqeem
Hutcherson  (1-0)  of  Forestville,  MD;  pro  debuting  super
welterweight  Matthew  Castro  of  Glendale,  NY;  lightweight
Raymond Cuadrado (1-0, 1 KO) of Ridgewood, NJ and lightweight
Evan Harker (0-1) of Baltimore, MD

Tickets  can  be  purchased  at  the  2300  Arena  and  can  be
purchased  for  $100.



Jeter  Promotions  Inaugural
Philadelphia Shows a Hit with
Two Thrilling Sold-Out Shows
PHILADELPHIA  (April  23,  2021)–Jeter  Promotions  made  it’s
Philadelphia debut with two exciting shows at the 2300 Arena
in Philadelphia.

The shows were contested in front of two very enthusiastic and
sold out crowds

In the main event of the evening session, Daniel Gonzalez won
a six-round unanimous decision over veteran Evencii Dixon in a
welterweight fight.

Gonzalez of Woodhaven, New York controlled the action and won
by scores of 60-54 and 59-55 twice to raise his mark to 20-2-1

Brandon Chambers remained undefeated as he stopped Jonathan
Gray  in  round  three  of  their  scheduled  four-round
featherweight  bout.

In round three, Chambers landed a perfect straight right to
the head that put down Gray. Gray got uo, but was in no
condition to continue at 1:20.

Chambers, 125.6 lbs of Baltimore is 4-0-1 with two knockouts.
Gray, 125.5 lbs of Waldorf, MD is 0-2.

Colby Madison stopped Antwaun Tubbs in round two of their
scheduled six-round heavyweight bout.

In round two, Madison dropped Tubbs with a a right hand in the
corner and the fight was stopped at

Madison, 235.3 lbs of Owings Mills, Maryland is now 9-2-2 with
six knockouts. Tubbs, 231.2 lbs of Cincinnati is 5-15.,
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Josh  Clark  won  a  four-round  unanimous  decision  over  Evan
Harker in a fight featuring pro debuting lightweight.

Clark, 138.1 lbs of Minnesota won by scores of 39-36 on all
cards, and is now 1-0. Harker, of Baltimore via Canada is 0-1.

In  a  battle  of  pro  debuting  super  bantamweights,  Jaqeem
Henderson won a four-round unanimous decision over Jeffrey
Williams.

Henderson, 121.6 lbs of Capitol Heights, MD won by scores
39-37 on all cards and is now 1-0. Williams, 118.9 lbs of
Philadelphia is 0-1.

Ray  Cuadrado  needed  just  45  seconds  to  dispose  of  Alexis
Chavarria in a lightweight bout.

Cuadrado landed a vicious left hook that sent Chavarria to the
deck.  Cuadrado  finished  the  fight  by  scoring  another
knockdown.

Cuadrado, 132.4 lbs of New York is 1-0 with one knockout.
Chavarria of Houston is 1-2.

Christopher Brooker stopped Damion Damion Hill in round two of
their scheduled six-round super middleweight contest.

In round two, Brooker dropped Hill with a barrage of punches
in the corner. The fight did not last long after that as
Brokker landed a series of left hooks to the body that sent
Hill down again and the fight was stopped at 1:41.

Brooker, 168.9 lbs of Philadelphia is 15-7 with six knockouts.
Hill, 164 lbs of Philadelphia is 4-14.

Matinee Show

Victor Williams needed just 50 seconds in his pro debut to
destroy Leonidias Flowers in a junior middleweight bout that
capped off the matinee portion of a day-night double header at



the 2300 Arena.

Willaims dropped Fowlkes with a big overhand right that sent
Flowers to the canvas. Williams jumped on Flowers and the bout
was stopped just 50 seconds into the contest.

Williams, who was a Wide Receiver at Dartmouth is 1-0. Flowers
of Maryland is 2-2.

Dewayne Williams stopped Stephon Morris in the 2nd round of
their middleweight bout.

In  round  two,  Williams  dropped  Morris  with  a  left  hook.
Willams hurt Morris again on the ropes, who took an eight
count. Williams ended the fight by dropping Morris with a big
hand and the fight was stopped at

Williams,  160.5  lbs  of  Philadelphia  is  3-3  with  three
knockouts,  Morris,  158.1  lbs  of  Baltimore  is  4-2.

Mike Lee stopped Roy McGill in round three of a scheduled six-
round super lightweight bout.

The time was 2:26 for Lee, 142.6 lbs of Orange, NJ who is now
8-1 with six knockouts. McGill, 139.4 lbs of Harrisburg, PA is
6-4.

Jahvel  Joseph  remained  undefeated  and  won  a  four-round
unanimous decision over Carl Murphy in a super middleweight
bout.

Joseph, 165.5 lbs of Bronx, NY won by scores of 40-36 on all
cards and is now 4-0. Murphy, 174.5 lbs of Harrisburg, PA is
2-3.

Steve Moore won a four-round unanimous decision over Phillip
Davis in a welterweight bout.

In round one, Moore scored a knockdown with a hard right hand.

In round three, Moore sent Davis down with a right hand. Those



two knockdowns were the difference as Moore, 143.4 lbs of New
Jersey won by scores of 38-36 twice and 38-37 to raise his
record to 6-8. Davis, 142.3 lbs of Massachusetts is 0-3.

John Leonardo destroyed Willie Anderson with the 1st punch and
scored a knockout just seconds into their featherweight bout.

Leonardo landed a booming right that sent Anderson to the deck
and the fight was stopped at 14 seconds.

Leonardo, 126.1 lbs of Englishtown, New Jersey is 1-0-1 with
one knockout. Anderson, 123.3 lbs of Paulsboro, NJ is 0-5.

Nick Vitone and Matt Gaver fought to a four-round majority
draw in a welterweight contest.

Vitone won a card 39-37. that was overruled by two cards that
were 38-38.

Vitone, 143.8 lbs of New Jersey is 4-0-1. Gaver of California
is 1-5-2.

Jeter Promotions is comprised of Tony Jeter, Christen Jeter
and matchmaker Nick Tiberi

Photos by Daniel Cork

Jeter  Promotions  Signs
Featherweight  Blaze  Fidler
Hernandez
Hanover, MD (December 2, 2019) — Jeter Promotions is proud to
announce  the  signing  of  super  featherweight  Blaze  Fidler
Hernandez.
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Hernandez of Arnold, Maryland has a professional record of
0-0-1, as he turned professional with a draw with Antonio
Dunton-El Jr. on October 18th at the Live Casino and Hotel in
Hanover, Maryland. The event was Jeter Promotions 4th card at
the Live Casino and Hotel in Hanover, Maryland.

Hernandez had an amateur record of 20-8 and he was a 2016
Novice Golden Gloves champion of D.C., Maryland and Delaware.
The very next year, Hernandez fought through a broken foot and
still placed 2nd in the tournament.

In  2018,  Hernandez  competed  in  the  United  States  Eastern
Regional Tournament in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Hernandez made
it to the quarterfinals. Along the way he defeated a two-time
Texas  Golden  Gloves  champion,  and  a  two-time  Pennsylvania
Golden Gloves champion. Hernandez eventually lost to Bruce
Carrington in a close bout that many thought Hernandez won.

Hernandez spent 8 1/2 years in the United States Navy as he
was deployed twice. He is a graduate of UMUC with a degree in
Cyber Security Polices & Management.

“It is huge to have signed with Jeter Promotions. I have known
Tony Jeter since I was an amateur , and it means a lot knowing
that I will get the right fights. It is a benefit for us to
build me the right way, and I see a lot of positives in being
signed to Jeter Promotions,” said Hernandez. “I see myself
fighting five or six times a year.”

Hernandez wanted to box since he as young, but as a child,
Hernandez was told by Doctors that his bone structure was not
strong enough for contact sports.

Hernandez wrestled for 10 years and then joined the Navy at
17. Before that Hernandez learned Jiu-Jitsu at age 16, but his
heart was still in boxing.

Hernandez worked odd jobs to pay for his time at the boxing
gym.



While in the Navy, Hernandez won a grappling tournament where
he defeated 12 other opponents in the same day of a service
tournament. He is the 1st member of the Navy to win that
tournament on two occasions.

The 26 year-old Hernandez was deployed twice, once in the
Middle East and once in Asia.

At the age of 18, while living in Washington State, Hernandez
met former professional Bret Summers. Summers became his 1st
trainer.

Up until recently, Hernandez trained at the Hillcrest Gym in
Maryland,  where  he  trained  next  to  former  unified  Junior
Middleweight World champion Jarrett Hurd,

Hernandez, who considers himself as an aggressive counter-
puncher, will be back in action on February 28th.

Nicholson  decisions  Lee  at
Live Casino Hotel Maryland
Hanover, MD (October 21, 2019) -Demond Nicholson won an eight-
round  unanimous  decision  over  Devaun  Lee  in  the  super
middleweight main event this past Friday night at Maryland
Casino Hotel, Maryland.

The  bout  headlined  a  near-sellout  card  promoted  by  Jeter
Promotions.  This  was  the  4th  successful  promotion  at  the
Casino for Jeter Promotions.

Nicholson of Laurel, Maryland won by scores of 79-73 on all
cards and is now 22-3-1. Lee, of Brooklyn, NY competed in the
most recent season of The Contender is now 10-7-1.
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Danny Kelly got the biggest win of his career as he stopped
Nick Kisner in round three of their scheduled eight-round
heavyweight bout.

Kelly dropped Kisner twice in round two, and finished the
fight  with  a  knockdown  in  round  three,  and  the  bout  was
stopped at 1:04.

Kelly of Washington, DC is 10-3-1 with nine knockouts. Kisner
of Baltimore, Maryland.

Malik Loften stopped Omar Etheridge in round two of their
super featherweight bout.

Loften dropped Etheridge with a body shot, and the bout was
stopped at 2:20 of round two.

Loften is 4-1 with two knockouts. Etheridge is 3-2.

Jeter Promotions signee Ebrima Jawara scored an exciting six-
round  unanimous  decision  over  James  Early  in  a  super
featherweight  bout.

Jawara of Germantown, Maryland won on all cards 59-56 and the
Germantown, Maryland native is 3-1. Early is 4-5.

Jay  Stancil  III  won  a  four-round  unanimous  decision  over
Ransley Washington in a bantamweight fight.

Stancil of Clinton, Maryland won by scores of 40-36 twice and
39-37 to win his pro debut. Washington was also makinghis pro
debut.

Baltimore  Policeman  and  Jeter  Promotions  signee  Brandon
Chambers won a four-round unanimous decision over Christopher
Haney in a lightweight fight.

Chambers of Baltimore won by scores of 40-36 and 39-37 twice,
and is now 2-0-1. Haney is 0-4-2.

In a battle of pro debuting super featherweights, Blaze Fidler



Hernandez and Antonio Dunton-El.

Each fighter took a 39-37 card, and a 3rd card read even
38-38.

Jeter  Promotions  signs
Featherweight Ebrima ” E Boy”
Jawara
Hanover,  MD  (October  15,  2019)  –  Jeter  Promotions  has
announced the signing of undefeated Featherweight Ebrima ” E
Boy” Jawara.

The 27 year-old Jawara of Germantown, Maryland, has a record
of 2-1 with one knockout.

Jawara  has  been  boxing  for  five  years  after  some  friends
brought him down to the gym. Jawara started practicing in
Muay-Thai and then switched over to boxing, and had a 35 fight
amateur  career,  for  which  he  reached  the  finals  of  the
Washington, D.C Golden Gloves on three. occasions.

“I am excited to sign with Jeter Promotions. I grew up with
Tony in the gym, and he has taken me under his wing. He being
a former pro boxer is important because he knows what the
fighter is thinking and goes through,” said Jawara.

In his pro debut, Jawara dropped a disputed split-decision to
regarded Malik Loften. Since then, Jawara has won his last two
bouts, with his most recent outing being a unanimous decision
over Marquel Johns (7-1-2) on August 2, 2018.

Jawara will return to the ring this Friday night when he takes
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on  James  Early  at  the  Maryland  Live  Casino  in  Hanover,
Maryland.

“I know Early is tough. If you look at his record, he fights a
lot of undefeated guys, and has defeated two of them. He is no
pushover. He likes to fight on the inside, so I see this being
a tough and entertaining fight.”

Jawara  is  a  frequent  sparring  partner  with  the  Russell
brothers in Washington, D.C.

When he is not boxing, Jawara works at the Infinite Fighting
Concepts Gym in Gaithersburg, Maryland, where Jawara is a
personal trainer and teaches a boxing class for kids.

Jeter  Promotions  signs
Undefeated  Lightweight
Brandon Chambers
Hanover,  MD  (October  14,  2019)  –  Jeter  Promotions  has
announced  the  signing  of  undefeated  lightweight  Brandon
Chambers to a promotional deal.

Chambers was born in Kentucky, but now resides in Baltimore,
Maryland, and has a record of 1-0-1 with one knockout..

Chambers attended Baltimore International College, which is
now known as Strafford University.

The  34  year-old  Chambers  is  an  eight-year  veteran  of  the
Baltimore Police,and he has become a popular ticket seller on
the Maryland circuit.
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Chambers began boxing at the age of 18, and he competed in 10
amateur bouts.

“I always wanted to be a boxer after watching Mike Tyson
fight, but my mom was very against it. She felt the same way
when I became a Police Officer,” said Chambers.

Chambers  turned  professional  March  8th  with  a  draw  with
Christopher Haney.

“I am pressure fighter, who likes to mix it up on the inside,”
Chambers said when describing his style.

“It makes me feel good that Jeter Promotions sees potential in
me both as a fighter and as a role model in the community.
Tony Jeter is a good person as well. It is extremely difficult
to balance both being a police officer and being a boxer, but
this is my dream and its my passion.”

Chambers has two children. Both girls ages 11 and four.

In his off-time, Chambers enjoys to cook and Crab Macaroni is
his best dish.

On Friday night at Maryland Live Casino, Chambers will rematch
the man who he had a draw with in pro debut, Christopher
Haney.

“This is a rematch. I thought that I won the 1st bout, so on
Friday night alot of questions that remained from that fight
will be answered.



Undefeated  Welterweight
Gerome  Quigley  battles
Raymond Serrano for USBA and
WBC  United  States
Welterweight  titles  on
Saturday,  June  16th  at
Gardens Ice House in Laurel,
Maryland
LAUREL, MARYLAND (MAY 21, 2018)–Welterweight Gerome Quigley
will look to stay perfect when he takes on tough Raymond
Serrano in a 10-round battle for the USBA and WBC United
States titles on Saturday, June 16th at The Gardens Ice House
in Laurel, Maryland.

The show is promoted by Jeter Promotions and GQ Promotions.

Quigley of Montgomery Village, Maryland has an unblemished
mark of 18-0 with 16 knockouts, and is one of most underrated
contenders in the world. He states that he will be ready for
his toughest bout to date.

“I don’t know much about him other then he is tough and
durable. This will be a good test for me, and I am stepping to
the next level with this fight. Serrano is battled tested, so
that should bring out the best in me,” said Quigley.

Despite having nearly a 90% knockout ratio, Quigley feels that
he is more a of a boxer then a fight that is just looking for
the knockout.

“I look at myself as a boxer-puncher. I am well balanced. When
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people see my record, they may look at me as just a puncher
because of all of the knockouts, when the reality is that I am
a boxer. I have more boxing ability then punching ability.”

This fight is a chance for Quigley to get on the map be
mentioned with the top welterweights in the world.

“A win would get me in the mix and guarantee me a spot in the
top-10 or top-15 of the WBC and IBF. It will put the world on
notice about who I am as a fighter.”

Quigley has been plying his trade in the Beltway area (Quigley
has fought in Germany 3 times) while slowly stepping up his
competition level. Now he feels that he is ready to ascend on
the national and world stages.

“I was staying low-key and build up my record and maybe sneak
up on somebody. I was promoting my own fights. I saw this
model  that  (show  co-promoter)  Tony  Jeter  used.  He  is  an
inspiration for what I have done. He promoted himself. He got
ranked twice in the top-15 and got himself some major fights.
I feel, especially with this win, I can do that.”

Even though the stakes are high for this bout, Quigley is
fighting for more than just two belts and a world ranking.

“If all goes well, I can bring my Fiance and two kids here.
They are living in Frankfurt, Germany, and I can bring them
back here.”

Quigley was 68-5 as an amateur, and was a 2-time United States
open champion, as well as a 2007 semifinalist at the National
PAL Tournament.

A stacked undercard with a 6 undefeated fighters will see
action.


